DrJohn Buckmaster
aesthetics
Initial Consultation – No Obligation: ...........................................Free
Home Treatment – by arrangement: ............................................Free
Azzalure (Botulinum Toxin) (Anti-Wrinkle Injections) Areas treated
– frown lines, brow lift and crow’s feet:
1 Area ......................................................................................... £150
2 Areas ......................................................................................... £225
3 Areas ......................................................................................... £250
Dermal Fillers – For nasolabial lines, cheek plumping, lip
redefinition, lip plumping, marionette lines using Restylane, Perlane,
SubQ or Emmervel:
0.5ml ............................................................................................ £200
1.0ml ............................................................................................ £300
2.0ml ............................................................................................ £500

Colorseum, 53 Mill
Street, Bideford
EX39 2JR
01237 471 583
info@colorseum.biz
www.colorseum.co.uk
@ColorseumDevon
Colorseum
Opening Times
Monday ................ 9am – 5pm
Tuesday ................ 9am – 5pm
Wednesday ........... 9am – 6pm
Thursday............... 9am – 7pm
Friday.................... 9am – 6pm
Saturday ..... 8.30am – 4.30pm
Sunday ........................ Closed

Skin Boosters – Restylane Vital & Vital Light Course of 3 treatments
each a month apart, for neck, décolletage, hands,
and upper arms: .......................................................................... £600
Dermaroller: 1 treatment £250 / 3 treatments ........................... £600
Hyperhidrosis for excessive sweating: ...................................... £400
Chemical Skin Peels course of 3 treatments: ........................... £500
Sclerotherapy (treatment of thread veins in the legs)
Small Area ................................................................................... £250
Large areas: ................................................................................. £400
Local anaesthetic cream per appointment: ................................ £10
Recovery Cream 25ml: ................................................................ £25
Permanent Cosmetic applied by Daphne J Smith
– Lash Liner, 3D embroidered high definition hair
stroke eyebrows, lip liner and blush and eye liner.

Eye Procedures Continued:
Eye Liner Top Lid Heavy with Latino Flick ............................... £475.00
Lash Enhancement and Intense Eyeliner with Latino Flick ..... £500.00
French Pearl Eyeliner above Original Eyeliner ......................... £250.00
Complete Lash Enhancement, Eye Liner and Colour Wash
Eyeshadow ....................................£600.00 *two procedures required
Blusher:
Blended Cheek Blush (One Application Only) ......................... £595.00
Beauty Spot (only when having another procedure) ................. £80.00
Lips:
Lip Contour Fine Line .............................................................. £350.00
Lip Contour Fine Line with Slightly Blended Line
to look Natural ........................................................................ £400.00
Lip Contour Thicker Line ......................................................... £400.00
Lip Contour Thicker Line with Slightly Blended Line
to look Natural ......................................................................... £450.00
Lip Blush Subtle Colour Wash No Liner .................................. £350.00
Lip Line Blush:
Lips Redefined with a Contour and a Lip Blush ...................... £350.00
Your lips will be re-shaped to give a symmetrical ‘full’ shape
and the colour blended onto the top lip to give colour
Lips Full Colour (in addition to above) ..................................... £250.00
A full colour that may take up to three procedures
Advanced Work:
i.e. Scar Camouflage, areola reconstruction. Prices upon consultation
One off Colour Boost to Refresh your permanent make up
from ......................................................................................... £200.00

Clarins @ The Colorseum
At the heart of Clarins expertise are plants with the most active
ingredients. Clarins treatments are totally unique. They combine the
power of Clarins touch – a specialised and skilful massage – with the
purest plant extracts and aromatic essential oils. The result is a blissful
sensory experience that addresses the way you look and feel.
Facial Treatments

Eyebrow Enhancements:
Scars in brows ......................................................................... £100.00
Part Brow from ........................................................................ £250.00
Powered Eyebrows.................................................................. £450.00
Advanced Natural Hair Stroke Brows...................................... £400.00

The Youth Activator 1hr 20mins ................................................... £65
Intensive replenishment reactivates the plump, peachy smooth
luminosity of youthful looking skin while contouring and detoxifying
massage de-puffs to restore definition to features. The ultimate wake
up call for mature skin.

Eye Procedures:
Natural Lash Enhancement Top Lid ........................................ £350.00
Natural Lash Enhancement Top Lid with Contour Flick .......... £400.00
Lash Enhancement Bottom Lid ............................................... £200.00
Lash Enhancement top and bottom lid ................................... £400.00
Lash Enhancement Top and Bottom Lid with Contour Flick ... £450.00
Eye Liner Top Lid Thin ............................................................. £300.00
Eye Liner Top Lid Thin with Contour Flick ............................... £350.00
Eye Liner Top Lid Medium ....................................................... £375.00
Eye Liner Top Lid Medium with Contour Flick ......................... £425.00
Eye Liner Top Lid Heavy .......................................................... £400.00

The Lifting Line Smoother 1hr 20mins ........................................ £65
As skin is retextured and its youth-giving renewal process intensively
energised, it instantly becomes smoother, firmer, even lifted and looks
refreshed and rested. Just like a week away.
The Radiance Reviver 1hr 20mins ............................................... £65
Dull, tired, stressed skin is intensively detoxified and recharged with
a cocktail of anti oxidants and super revitalising plant extracts which
restore health and radiance. Think multi-vitamin for the skin.
The Moisture Replenisher 1hr 20mins ......................................... £65
Intensively replenishes depleted moisture levels in dry, dehydrated
skin which immediately restores softness, suppleness, comfort and
radiance. An oasis in the desert that is parched skin.

Spa @ The Colorseum
Swedish Massage
Designed to ease tension and improve circulation, this massage will
relax and create calm
Full body ........................................................................................ £35
Back ............................................................................................... £22
Legs ................................................................................................ £17
The Skin Healer 1hr 20mins.......................................................... £65
Sensitive skin is immediately and intensively soothed, calmed and
repaired to restore softness, suppleness, comfort and radiance.
A cooling, healing hand.
The Detox and Shine Stopper 1hr 20mins................................... £65
Intensively purifies skin, rebalances oil production, tightens and
refines pores so oily, combination and even shiny complexions
becomes clearer, smoother, softer and more matte. A fresh start with
a shine free finish.
Body Treatments
The Body Sculptor 1 hour 30 minutes .......................................... £65
Intensively streamlines body contours with skin refining exfoliation,
sixty minutes of detoxifying and sculpting massage and a supershaping body mask. A pampering shortcut to a body that’s svelte
toned and silky smooth.
The Moisture Quencher 1 hour 30 minutes ................................. £65
Restores extreme softness, suppleness and comfort to parched or dry
skin with smoothing exfoliation, sixty minutes of moisture replenishing
and cocooning massage and a deeply nourishing body mask. For a
body that gleams like satin and is velvet to the touch.
The Firming Age Corrector 1 Hour and 30 minutes .................... £65
Restores youthful firmness, smoothness and luminosity with skin
refining exfoliation, sixty minutes of revitalising and toning massage
and an intensive firming body mask. Think of this as an all-in-one
body youth boost.
The Sun Glow 1 Hour and 15 Minutes .......................................... £50
The ultimate self-tanning treatment for face and body with skinsmoothing exfoliation, a deeply pampering application of an awardwinning self tanner and an all over gorgeous, long-lasting, golden
colour that looks as natural in Winter as in Summer. You can even get
dressed immediately.
The Body Polisher 45 Minutes...................................................... £36
Intensive double exfoliation deep cleanses and retextures for a body
that’s super soft, supple and smooth. It also helps minimise dark
spots and stretch marks so skin looks fresher, brighter and more even
toned, the final touch is a deeply conditioning application of body
lotion.
Mother-To-Be and New Mother Treatment
Pampering Face & Body Treatment 1 Hour and 15 Minutes .......... £48
Pure indulgence for face and body, adapted to pre and post-natal
stages of pregnancy and how you look and feel. Eases backache,
fluid retention, stress, fatigue and tiered legs, as well as improving skin
tone and elasticity. Afterwards, you’ll feel energised and wonderfully
relaxed, with baby soft skin.

Sports Massage
This treatment is an advanced method of massage, which can assist
you with sporting injuries and concerns. It is a deep tissue massage,
where the therapist will focus on problem areas giving you the most
benefit from your treatment. The full treatment last 1 hour and 30
minutes but can be reduced if you have specific concerns. .......... £55
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Aromatherapy Massage
A Massage using specific essential oils, these are combined to suit
your needs, to give you a soothing, tension releasing treatment. .. £50
Reflexology
This massage treatment is performed on your feet, your therapist will
use massage techniques to stimulate different zones of your feet, this
transfers to unblock trapped energy around your body. ................ £45
Electrolysis
This treatment is medically approved by the FDA. During
the treatment, the therapist will use an electrode to apply
an electrical current to each individual hair follicle, this
then destroys the root of
the hair, preventing regrowth.
15 minutes ...................................................................................... £17
30 minutes ...................................................................................... £22
45 minutes ...................................................................................... £27
Hot Stone Therapy
Heated stones are used in combination with massage techniques to
create a relaxing, de-stressing, energising, and revitalising treatment
for body and mind.
body face and head ....................................................................... £80
body ............................................................................................... £40
back and shoulders ........................................................................ £25
Ear Candling (Thermal-Auricular therapy)
Hopi Ear Candles have many benefits; they induce a soothing
feeling of warmth and help to balance the pressure within ears,
forehead and sinuses. Ear candles can help with many symptoms
including tinnitus, congested sinuses, earache and general cleansing.
45 minutes ...................................................................................... £20
Indian Head Massage
Using oils, this intense head massage is designed to relieve tension
and stress, and leave you feeling totally relaxed and refreshed.
45 Minute treatment ....................................................................... £25
With a hair service {20 min treatment} ........................................... £10

www.colorseum.co.uk

01237 471583

01237 471583

Perming - Excluding Cut and finish

Hair @ the Colorseum
We offer a range of hairdressing services and are always happy to
carry out a free consultation - subject to availability.
Ladies
Style Director
from
£20.00
£28.00
£35.00
£14.50
£28.00
£3.00
POA
£8.00
£7.50

Senior Stylist
from
£18.50
£26.00
£30.00
£13.50
£25.00
£3.00
POA
£8.00
£7.50

Junior Stylist
from
£14.00
£20.00
£25.00
£11.00
£20.00
£3.00
POA
£8.00
£7.50

Trim

£10.00

£10.00

£6.00

Wet Cut

£12.00

£10.00

£8.00

Cut & finish

£18.00

£15.00

£11.00

Cut

£11.50

£10.00

£6.00

Cut & Finish

£15.00

£13.00

£11.00

Beard Trim

£5.00

£4.00

N/A

Wet Cut
Cut and finish
Restyle
Blow dry
Long hair styling
Fringe trim
Bridal Hair
Conditioning Treatment
Silk Braiding

Children

Style Director
from

Senior Stylist
from

Junior Stylist
from

Half head

£30.00

£28.00

£25.00

Full head

£40.00

£35.00

£32.00

Spiral

£70.00

£70.00

£63.00

Glatt ............................................................................................ (POA)
Quasi permanent straightening for curly hair.
Please ask in salon for prices
Nanokeratin system
The revolutionary Nanokeratin System redefines the natural state of
your hair and creates an enduring blowdry lasting up to 16 weeks..
The Nanokeratin System treatment replenishes, smoothes and
enhances the vitality and flexibility of your hair.
Nanokeratin System ....................................................Starting at £180
(this price includes a wash and blow dry 4 days later and shampoo
and conditioner for home preservation of the treatment}
Maintenance ................................................................Starting at £140

Extensions @ The Colorseum

Colouring Excluding Cut and finish
Style Director
from

Senior
Stylist from

Junior
Stylist from

Full Head Colour

£36.00

£31.00

£24.50

Root Touch up

£27.00

£26.00

£22.00

Quasi colour

£25.50

£23.50

£19.50

Semi colour

£20.50

£19.50

£15.50

Full head foils

£49.50

£47.50

£40.50

½ Head foils

£39.00

£36.50

£30.50

Parting foils

£21.00

£16.00

£10.00

Cap

£34.50

£30.50

£25.50

For Prices when using our specialist colour ranges please ask
in salon. One foil and multiples of are £3 each

www.colorseum.co.uk

01237 471583

Tanning @ The Colorseum

Colorseum is proud to offer a professional wedding service for all your
hair and beauty needs. We offer a wide range of services to suit all,
from expert bridal hair to nail enhancements, make up, spray tans and
much, much more.

Fake Bake
Full or half body spray tan. Gives you an all
over golden tan, to enhance your natural
skin tone. Also, use our exfoliation and skin
preparation to get the perfect base for your tan.
Half body ............................................... £15
Full body ................................................ £25
Pre – tan exfoliation ............................... £10

Bridal Trials
Hair ................................................................................................. £30
Make up.......................................................................................... £30
On your wedding day
Hair ................................................................................................. £45
Make up.......................................................................................... £35
Bridal Packages
Hair including trial........................................................................... £60
Make up including trial ................................................................... £55
Hair and make up including trials ................................................. £105
These prices are based on “in Salon” services, we do however offer
an out of salon service on your day to enable you to totally relax in
your home or hotel, wherever you may be preparing for the big day.

Nails @ The Colorseum

Men

All wet cutting includes a complimentary head massage. A range of
conditioning treatments are available, prescribed to the individual and
their hair needs.

Weddings @ The Colorseum

Clip in human hair
Exclusive to us at Colorseum - The revolutionary Halo piece
Comes in 12” to 20” From ........................................ £79.99 - £149.99
Full Head Clip in sets
Comes in 16” to 24” From ........................................ £59.99 - £129.99
Bonded Hair Extensions
Single bonded hair extensions individually wrapped in heat
Full head from............................................................................... £500
(Including after care kit and removal)
Added length from........................................................................ £260
Added volume from ...................................................................... £240
Fashion techniques from ................................................................ £25
After care kit ................................................................................... £45
(includes shampoo, conditioner, brush, mask and shine spray)

Non heat activated strip bonds, available in real and synthetic hair,
in a wide variety of colours.
Full head from............................................................................... £400
Half head from .............................................................................. £225
1 strip colour (real hair) ................................................................... £15
1 strip colour (synthetic hair) .......................................................... £12
Heat activated micro bonds, real hair, for length,
thickness and fashion colours.
We also offer a postiche fitting service and are also able to source a
postiche made to bespoke. We have a range of hair pieces to choose
from too to enhance your own hair, especially good for special occasions!

Liquid and Powder Enhancements (Acrylic)
Strong, durable, hardwearing, Sculpted nails that look fantastic
French ............................................................................................ £37
Natural ............................................................................................ £32
Rebalance from .............................................................................. £19
Nail Art ........................................................................................... POA
Add a high gloss, lasting finish to your acrylic enhancements
by adding a gel topcoat
High shine gel top coat .................................................................... £5

Beauty @ The Colorseum
We offer a wide range of services to suit all in our private beauty
suite area.
Waxing
Half leg ...................................................................................... £13.50
¾ leg .......................................................................................... £15.00
Full leg ....................................................................................... £19.50
Lip..................................................................................................... £6
Chin .................................................................................................. £7
Lip and chin ............................................................................... £10.50
Eyebrow............................................................................................ £7
Bikini, from .................................................................................. £8.50
Underarm ......................................................................................... £7
Back .......................................................................................... £15.50
Chest ......................................................................................... £15.50
Half arm ..................................................................................... £12.50
Full arm ...................................................................................... £16.50
Get 10% discount when you have two or more areas waxed.
Tinting
Eyelash ........................................................................................... £11
Eyebrow............................................................................................ £6
Eyelash and Eyebrow ..................................................................... £14

The Clinic @ the Colorseum
Caci – Non surgical face lift
Using specific facial techniques in conjunction with a combination
of slimming and toning applications, the caci quantum works to
restore and redefine facial muscles, reducing lines and wrinkles.
Individual treatments ...................................................................... £40
Course of 10 ................................................................................. £340
Maintenence after a course ............................................................ £35
(Recommended monthly treatments)
Skinbase – Microdermabrasion
Ultra fine crystals strike the skin to remove its outer layer.
The production of collagen and elastine is stimulated, which results
in a firmer, more youthful looking skin.
Skinbase facial ............................................................................... £40

Pedicure
File and polish ............................................................................. £7.50
French file and polish .................................................................. £8.50
Pedicure ................................................................................. from £16
French pedicure ............................................................................. £20
Luxury Pedi Pamper ....................................................................... £20
(please wear open toe shoes for a pedicure treatment)

Many other areas and combinations are available, just ask in salon.

Make up
Mini make over ............................................................................... £17
Remedial camouflage ............................................................... from £5
Supercover makeover .................................................................... £25
Clarins ............................................................................................ £30

Minx Nails
Extending fashion to your feet! Nail wraps come in amazing
metallics, holograms and designs. Applied with heat, removed with
heat. Non – chip and can last for up to 4 weeks.
Toes ................................................................................................ £20

Manicure
File and Polish ............................................................................. £7.50
French file and polish .................................................................. £8.50
Manicure ................................................................................ From £14
French manicure ............................................................................. £18
Mani Makeover ............................................................................... £18

French on hands............................................................................. £30
Toes ................................................................................................ £32
Colour on hands ............................................................................. £25
Toes ................................................................................................ £27

Sunshowers
Our Sunshower tanning system offers 2 diffferent types of
tanning unit. Infra Red, which gives traditional UV light for
enhanced tanning and combines infra red light for physiological,
dermatological and muscular benefits. Our UV tanning unit gives
a fast, even, all over tan, which is safe and hygienic. Both are
in lockable cubicles for complete privacy. For 18 and over only.
3 Minutes ..................................................................................... £3.00
6 Minutes ..................................................................................... £6.00
9 Minutes ..................................................................................... £9.00
• Seasonal package options are also available please ask in salon

IPL – Permanent Hair Reduction
The IPL (intense Pulsed Light Therapy) hair removal procedure
produces a high intensity flash of filtered light from the applicator
head, which is placed in contact with the skin. The energy from the
light source is absorbed by the pigment melanin, which gives the
hair its colour. The hair rapidly absorbs this filtered light and transfers
it to heat in the surrounding cells, raising them to a temperature of
70 degrees centigrade or more. The heating denatures
the cells making them incapable of further hair growth.
Consultation ...................................Free
Patch test ........................................ £25
Upper lip .......................................... £55 .................Course of 6 £275
Chin ................................................. £55 .................Course of 6 £275
Under arm
.............................. £65 .................Course of 6 £325
Upper lip & Chin ............................. £65 .................Course of 6 £325
Standard Bikini ............................... £79 .................Course of 6 £395
Extended Bikini ............................. £99 .................Course of 6 £495
Lower Legs
.......................... £149 .................Course of 6 £745
Full legs
........................... £199 .................Course of 6 £995

Gel Enhancements
Super Glossy, flexible nail extensions that can also be used as a
strong top coat for long natural nails
French ............................................................................................ £37
Natural ............................................................................................ £32
Nail Art ........................................................................................... POA

Shellac
Applys like a polish wears like a gel with zero dry time and mirror
shine! This easy on easy off product is a true innovation in chip free
extended wear nail colour.

3 or more people being tanned in your group
and the price can be reduced by £10 off per service

